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Edition]. Word knowledge â€¢ Thank you (thank you) - thank you, please. Use words of gratitude. "Chocolate Heaven" Savior - the main character of a
cartoon or movie, saving everyone from monsters, including himself, and / or fictional ones. Savior A superhero is a character in comics and movies that
can perform incredible feats. For example: a supervillain or a lone superhero. Back to square one It is a way of expressing the idea of â€‹â€‹temporarily
returning to the original state or one's original original ideal. Often this is a repeated viewing of a movie or cartoon. Or something like that. Speaking of

rabbit cops. Another one of my favorite beavers, or Philosopher Beaver. Once I already talked about him, and even, moreover, somehow printed his
name, invented by analogy with Bobrin's scythe. But that was before meeting Beaver. And so it happened. YouTube is definitely a great thing. It seems
to me that far fewer people (or absolutely non-cattle) use it for pictures and videos. But for those who are planning to do something, and for things that
you just canâ€™t get along with, for example, repairs, a trip to a resort or a candlelit dinner, this is a real salvation. How did I manage to discover this
resource and now get used to it? There are two types of videos: The first is videos "as is". When you're walking down the street and suddenly you see a

thing, and you can't wait to make it, so that it is used just for you.Or when some organ hurts you, and you know for sure that something on this topic can
cure it. Or, as in my case, when I'm just terribly hungry, even dying of hunger. The second is videos with simple tips that you donâ€™t mind spending

time on. From the point of view of logic, resource or theory - all this is bullshit. With the second group, everything is simple. To such roles
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